
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

This thesis deals with the speech act in “John Q” movie’s script. This 

research is conducted by descriptive qualitative design, that is make description of 

the situation and or event. After classifying and analyzing all the data the result 

found that there are 360 utterances that uttered by the main character, namely 

John Q. 

It can be concluded that: 

1. According to Yule’s theory there are five types of speech acts. From the 

whole data, she classifying the five  types and found that all types of 

speech acts were used by the main character, namely John Q in “John Q” 

movie’s script. There are 360 utterances consist of Declarations is 11 

(3,05%) utterances, Representatives is 112 (31,11%) utterances, 

Expressives is 27 (7,50%) utterances, Directives is 187 (51,94%) 

utterances and Commisives is 23 (6,40%) utterances. 

2. After classifying 360 utterances based on the five types of speech acts, 

then she found the dominant type. From all types, Directives is the  

dominantly used by the main character, namely John Q . It can be seen 

from the total number of utterance that is 187 utterances or 51.94%. 

3.  The implication of Directives that is the dominantly type of speech acts 

used by the main character, namely John Q are requesting, commanding, 



insisting, advising, warning. It means that John Q used requesting form 

when he needs a help to the head of hospital, the police and the doctor for 

saving Mike’s life. Using commanding form when he wanted his son on 

the donor list and make an operation, using insisting hen he knew that 

there is no option and way how to save his son. Using advising form when 

he thought that he will not around with Mike again, he advices Mike to be 

a god boy. Using warning form when he knew that the police and the head 

of hospital was cheating him.  

 

B. Suggestions 

Referring to the conclusion above, the following are written as the 

suggestion which useful for: 

1. Students of English Department especially to Literature Student to learn 

more about how Speech Acts used in a text, book and especially a dialogue 

in the movie. 

2. Other researcher who wants to make as reference for the further research 

to analyze the five types of speech acts. This research can help the further 

researcher to know and understand how the five types of speech acts used 

in communication. 

People who loves John Q movie. It is better for them to study or 

understand the speech acts that used in the utterances, especially the main 

character, John Q and to know the purpose of the utterances. 


